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of promptly and earnestly casting its eyes toward the American Union,

for that relief and future protection from injustice deemed difficult of at-

tainment at home. Such straws appear so frequently as to leave no doubt

whatever as to how the wind blows of late years. To the threat that

annexation may be resorted to, Le Monde, representing Tory Federal

ministers, coolly replies, "We fear not the specter of annexation." So

even the old French Tory party is reconciled to that absorption by

the voracious American Republic, with its appalling power of assimi-

lation, formerly so terrible to it and its ablest leader, the late Sir George

Cartier! Even English flirting with this' idea would have been thought

dreadfully disloyal and improbable some years ago, but a revolution

would have been considered requisite to so transform the French Tories.

The idea of wholesale political change is becoming familiar to the in-

habitants of the other provinces too. We have seen reform leaders in

the Federal Parliament, like Hon. Edward Blake, declaring themselves,

eloquently, in favor of Imperial Federation, and his colleague, Sir Richard

Cartwright, eulogizing Canadian Independence, to the great gratification

of large and intelligent Ontario audiences. So the world of Canadian

politicians of all parties does move, despite attempts to confine it within

old sentimental ligatures, and maintain it indefinitely a satellite of Eng-

land ! When even a French Canadian province, with a population hitherto

so conservative and monarchical in sentiment, can so quickly and quietly

veer round to a mood of indifference on the subject of annexation, or, per-

haps, of half inclination to such a change, what may not be asserted and
expected of the British population in all the provinces? All must be

aware that the French would be more profoundly affected by annexation

than the British—affected in their nearest and dearest interests. But in

all this vast change of sentiment, this rapid drift of friendly feeling toward
the United States, have we not a compliment to its true greatness and a

guarantee of its glorious future excelling in honor, as well as in inspiration,

anything within the compass of human genius or the resources of mortal
speech

!
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